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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On the 22nd of April, 2008 AirTran Holdings Inc. held their Q1 2008 earnings call.  In the opening statement 

Arne Haak, Vice President of Finance and Treasurer, stated that within AirTran there was, “an underlying 

assumption of $104 oil” [1] for their 2008 financial forecast.  Very quickly that assumption proved to be 

startlingly incorrect with oil soaring past $140 a barrel.  Exactly one month later on May 22nd, Standard and 

Poor’s Rating Services issued a statement on US airlines ratings. “The dramatic increase in jet fuel prices has 

increased airline costs significantly over the past two months, and, if sustained, could threaten their liquidity 

and financial profiles,…" [2] The current fundamental backbone of an airline’s stability, and therefore ability 

to pay back its debt, lies with its capability to hedge fuel.  AirTran entered 2008 with no hedging positions 

and currently only has hedges on 50% of its fuel for 2008 as fuel costs continue to soar.  This coupled with 

the reality of extraordinary business and financial risks means AirTran is “vulnerable to nonpayment [of its 

debt] within one year.” [3] Given these factors AirTran’s bond rating is currently estimated at CCC. 

 

OVERALL RISK 

 
Figure 1, S&P Business Risk/Financial Risk Matrix [3] 

 
Standard and Poor’s Corporate Rating Criteria 2008 states: 

 
“Cash flow analysis is usually the single most critical aspect of credit rating 
decisions. It takes on added importance for speculative-grade issuers. While 
companies with investment-grade ratings generally have ready access to 
external financing to cover temporary cash shortfalls, speculative grade 
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issuers lack this degree of flexibility and have fewer alternatives to internally 
generated cash for servicing debt.” 
 

AirTran lies squarely in the speculative-grade of bond issuers thus cash flow analysis becomes much more 

imperative to overall risk of default.   Cash flow risks can be correlated to both financial and business risk.  

Business risk outlines the threats contained within the market limiting cash flows; financial risk measures the 

internal risks of over-leverage and the likelihood of having too many outward cash flow obligations to meet 

each demand. 

FINANCIAL RISK 

 

 
Figure 2, Financial Ratio Table April 30, 2007 [6] 

To determine the financial risks, Standard and Poor’s uses formal ratio analysis comparing AirTran to the 

other companies in its peer group, as recreated in Figure 2.  In all, AirTran’s financial rating compared against 

its peers is in the B to B- range.   AirTran places in the low B- range for 2 important ratios, Free Operating Cash 

Flow/Long Term Debt and Discretionary Cash Flow/Debt. (For this subset of companies the ratios are the same.)  

Analysis shows an inopportune lack of free cash flow due to AirTran’s growth model laid out in their 10K 

financials.  AirTran has been using its free cash to invest in operational growth and has saddled itself with 

increasing debts and obligations as shown in Figure 3 below.   
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Figure 3, Long-term Debt and Lease Obligations from AirTran's Holding 2007 SEC 10K Filing [4] 

 

BUSINESS RISK 

 

 
Figure 4, S&P Rating Services Credit Risk in Airline Industry [3] 

The airline industry, including AirTran, is saturated with high risk from competition, its cyclic nature, the 

amount of capital required and its massive energy sensitivity as shown in Figure 4.  The comparison of 

AirTran to its peer group hinges on how it stacks up against its competitors fuel hedging position; currently 

fuel costs for the industry are approaching 50% of total operating expenses.  A Standard and Poor’s May 22nd 

release states, “The ability of each airline to withstand this stress varies from case to case, and we believe that 

Southwest Airlines, by far the strongest and best-hedged U.S. airline, and Alaska Air Group, which we 

recently downgraded and which has the industry's second-best fuel hedge position, are in a somewhat better 

position than others.” [2] Therefore it is not coincidental that Southwest and Alaska Airlines have the highest 

current bond rating of their peers. 
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Figure 5, Peer Group S&P Credit Ranking and Outlook [2] 

S&P’s correlation from its statement between credit rating and fuel hedging does not bode well for AirTran.  

AirTran’s fuel hedging significantly lags behind that of Southwest and Alaska Air.  Consequently operating 

expenses have soared proportionally to fuel cost increases, eating up cash, increasing the risk of default on 

debts and placing their credit rating at the bottom of the group.  Posed differently, AirTran is in a vulnerable 

state in the midst of very vulnerable market due to its inability to rein in its fuel costs. 

 

 
Figure 6, Crude Oil Futures July 2, 2007 to July 9, 2008 [5] 
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RESULTS 

Soaring fuel cost’s one-two punch on business risks and financial risks mean AirTran’s Credit Rating is 

currently estimated at CCC.  If market conditions continue as they are currently, this analysis is of the opinion 

that AirTran “is unlikely to have the capacity to meet its financial commitment on the obligation,” [3] within 

the next year.    
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